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REPORT ON SUYAM-AKANKSHA PROGRAMS-Nagai 

 

Project coordinator :A.Revathy 

 

 

The report for the month of April, 2007 at Nagai is given below for your 

information and perusal. 

 

The classes at Akanksha tents could not be conducted in full swing as the annual 

examinations were also going on .A special coaching class was conducted for the 

students appearing for the examination in the govt schools. 

The teacher was conducting her classes at akanksha centre in the concentrated manner as 

the exams in the schools were occupying the time and space. 

 

The date today activities of the centre conducted by Mrs.Revathy is given below : 

 

2.4.2007 

At 9 0’ Clock I Proceeded to Suyam centre and prayers were conducted and a drill 

class took place. At 10 0’clock the classes started. Creeping and crawling was done and 

Tamil orals were taught. At 12.30 the lunch and the children went to sleep. At 2.30 pm. 

the children were refreshed and sent for play and finally sent home at 4.00 p.m. I visited 

the oosi madha temple at 5 0’ clock &  left at 7 p.m.  

 

5.4.2007 

I came to Suyam centre at 9.30 a.m and many students have  not come due to 

local temple  festivel at 3.00 clock I had  been to kadambadi tent, and  taught tamil to 

them and few words were made by them  Due to the annual exam. I left at 6.30 p.m 

requesting them to revise. 

 

6.4.2007  

I reached suyam centre to 9.30a.m. I conducted a prayer and exercises. Tamil 

Songs were recited and at 11.30 English rhymes were taught after the lunch break the 

children practiced yoga. A  photosession with a Muthuraman was done and the children 

left at 4.15 p.m. From 4.45 p.m. to 6.45 p.m,. I was in nambiyar nagar and taught the 

children to make greeting cards and paper houses. 

 

7.4.2007 

 Being to suyam at 9.30a.m. and after prayers and exercises the children were 

grouped in to three and colour games were taught .The children left at 12.30.At 3.00 p.m 

to 7.00 p.m. I was in thambidurai park and taught  maths to VIII std students. 

 

9.4.2007 

At 9.30 at suyam’ I had  prayers and exercises to children and they were in  three 

groups and taught Tamil rhymes and English rhymes till break .From 1.00 to 2.30 was a 

sleeping, session and left at 3.45 



A play session from 4.30 to 6.45 at oosi mada tent, flash cards and questions for III 

standard students were the  part of the program. 

 

10.4.2007 

At 9.30 at suyam prayers, exercises and  flash cards were taught and the children 

lefted at 3’o clock. At  4’o clock the children were taught verbs at  nambiyar nagar and 

also ,,,taught about the colours and English rhymes. 

 

11.4.2007 

At 9’o clock in  suyam  prayers and exercises   

 

16.4.2007 

At 9.30 at suyam prayers and exercises and children were taught colours and 

different tastes.The children had the lunch break and  left at 3.00 p.m.. from 4.00 to 7.00 

p.m. at thambidurai park. Tamil kits were  taught. 

 

17.4.2007 

At 9.30 p.m. prayers and exercise. The  children was  divided in three groups and 

tamil alphabets were  taught. The  children had the break and the played till evening. 

 

18.4.2007 

Prayers and exercises. Children were divided into three and asked to tell the 

rhymes.The  children were taught counting and left at 4.00 p.m. after the break. 

 

19.4.2007 

At 9.30 at suyam’ prayers and exercise children have been taken at the groups and 

the children were taught and English alphabets and Tamil rhymes followed. The children 

left at 3.00 clock. 

 

20.4.2007 

At 9.30 at suyam’ prayers and exercises and tamil grammar. The  children had the 

lunch break and in the evening around 2.30 they listened to stories. All left at 3.30 p.m.  

 

23.4.2007 

At 11.00 a.m. prayers and yoga for children who  were in groups and taught 

relationships in English.  After the break in the  evening the children had left. 

 

24.4.2007 

At 9.30 at suyam’ prayers and exercises followed by geometrical designs was 

started  then another group was started arithmetic in the evening. And  left for home after 

the game at 3.00 clock. 

 

25.4.2007 

At 9.30 at suyam’ prayers and exercises – dividing into groups names of insects 

and trees and things CD’s were played for their children and they left at 3.00 clock after 

the break. 



26.4.2007 

At 9.30 at suyam’ prayers and exercises – names of the months and week were 

taught. 

After the break the children left  at 4.00 p.m.  

 

27.4.2007 

At 9.30 at suyam, prayers and exercises – and national anthem. Tamil alphabets 

with display of cards and CD session continued.The children left at 4.00 p.m.  

 

28.4.2007 

At 9.30 at suyam’- holiday for children. There was a meeting headed by 

thandapani. 

 

30.4.2007 

At 11.00 at suyam’ after the prayers Tamil kits were taught and names of birds 

were taught. Children were asked to pick up the cards and they did it successfully. After 

the break and in the  evening in the games period   the children made a house out of 

materials  given to them. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suyam & Akanksha 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summer Camp 
2007-08 

15.5.2007-21.5.2007 



The Summer Camp of Suyam & Akanksha was conducted between 15.05.2007 to 

21.05.2007 at the premises of SIRAGU MONTESSORI SCHOOL at Palavedu, Avadi. It 

was participated by a group of 62 students from Activity Center Akkaraipettai, Karaikal, 

Vanavan Maha Devi with 9 teachers and 57 students from Siragu Montessori School. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The children coming from small village atmosphere must be given an exposure to 

the most modern cities lifestyle and should try to accommodate for it. Currently their 

living is in a slow pace and now they have to come to a busy schedule.  

 

Children are our creative Guru. Suyam always focuses on children and stimulates 

them to think on their own. Children need to observe, match with the existing and 

imagine something better and bring out a new concept. This is the process of research 

of self learning education to children. It is practically speaking a hard task to make 

them think on their own unless and until we explore various opportunities to set a 

platform for them. THIS CAMP MADE AN ATTEMPT to initiate this process so that 

this will be carried out rest of the year through innovative activities. 

 

These activities have given a real break, and a feast to their eyes and to inculcate 

new hobbies. 

 

It is quite normal among village children that level of patriotism towards their 

village, rituals and attitude with their known friends. When they come to a group which is 

mixture of different village children, egoistic clashes begins. But in this camp, children 

from different groups mixed with almost all the children and even new groups were 

formed. This motivated them to remember the names of other group of children who 

were not their friends previously but now know each other with good understanding. 

 

The village children are extremely lucky, to go and spend a good time in two 

picnics in Abirami Mega Mall and in QueensLand. The first being an indoor 

entertainment with 3D cinema and the next is an open sprawling lawn with a number of 

rides. The students spent two full days, in real thrill and enjoyed to their hearts content. It 

was a very good get–together for them, along with the students of Siragu school. 

 

The habit of emulation is the new concept for the rural children, who had no idea 

so far, of a get together, like this. How to conduct them in a new environment was a 

challenge, to every child and it had worked out well, even though it was a maiden attempt 

for them. 

 

The Ideology 
The Ideology of the whole program was: 
1. Exposition 
2. Education 
3. Entertainment 
4. Emulation 

 

E 



The Schedule:  

 

The Schedule was quite nice and neatly executed, with the accommodation 

provided along with the boarding facility, also undertaken by the kitchen staff of Siragu, 

to cater the entire food requirement. The schedule plan is annexed here along with the 

financial statements.  

 

I  THE PLAN:-  

 

The plan is a schedule consisting of a handicraft section, as well as the study 

section, and the entertainment section, with games everyday in the evening. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II EXCURSIONS 

 

The schedule was also consisting of two excursions, on 16
th

 and 18
th

 of May to 

Abirami Mega Mall and to QueensLand amusement park, accommodating the complete 

number of students. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Opinion of the participating students and staff  

 

Staff  

The planning was good. The class timings could have been adhered to 

strictly. The food had a good variety and was tasty. Being the maiden 

tour the children had a little inferiority complex, which would later 

undergo a change. The classes were very informative and the teachers 

were much benefited. 
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Students 

The general opinion of the students is that they had a nice time in Chennai in both 

the amusement parks. They were also thrilled by their ability to make handicrafts. 

Regarding the study part, they were a little surprised at the beginning but later got 

familiarized. A few students were really inquisitive to learn a lot of new subjects. 

 

The Evaluation   

The evaluation is very much a mixed one and it had a pitfall in the expectations 

percentage. Still, the overwhelming point is that, no one  fell sick and there was no 

quarrel or misgiving among the staff or students .The cooperation’s of the kitchen staff, 

Siragu and Suyam administration staff, teaching staff who were very patient, convincing 

and giving all a helping hand in a good Samaritan way . 

 

The schedule of activities performed 

 

 

 

 

The program started with a combined prayer of Nagai and Siragu students. The 

Nagai students are divided into four groups consisting of one teacher from Nagai and one 

from Siragu for their guidance .The projects done were  

 

1. Clay model making – Amudha (Siragu) 

2. Jewellery making – Shanthi (Siragu) 

3. Painting – Sujatha (Siragu) 

4. Embroidery – Sasirekha (Siragu) 

5. Spoken English E.N.Narayanan (Suyam) 

6. Yoga – Mr.Kumar (Siragu) 

7. Ceramic Tiles painting – Ms.Nagarani  

8. Sajan – Uma (Suyam) 

9. Theatre Work – Jayakrishnan 

10. Metric Mela & Origami – Thandapani 

11. Zero Waste Material preparation – Nagarani (Siragu) 

12. English Writing Practice – Mythili (Siragu) 

13. Fresh juices preparation (Siragu) 

 

All the above programs as supported by Volunteers  

– Mr.Vinod (Siragu), Anand & Arulmani - Nagai 

 

The Sessions were for a period of one hour duration and the batch of students 

were asked to proceed to the next project after the completion of the current project. The 

spoken English classes were taken as the last project for all the students after completing 

the other ones. 

 

 

 

15 5 2007 

16 5 2007 



Tour program - Places: Abirami Mega Mahal and Birla Planetarium  

 

The children were totally amused by the fantasia of the indoor Abirami Mega Mall and 

were also excited by the exhibition of the galaxy at the Birla Planetarium -both the places 

were really unforgettable for the kids. 

 

Siragu details  Children    Teachers 

 

Siragu students    51            13 

Children of Siragu teacher             12  

 

Nagai details  

AC Akkarai pet              27                          7 

AC Karaikal    10              2 

AC V.M.Devi                25              2 

               125                                           24 

 

Suyam staff – Mr.Shanmugam     1 

Volunteers – Nagai - Anand Kumar    1   

 

Total Beneficiaries                                    151 

 

 

 

 

Painting     - Nagarani 

Tub tire making      - Menaga and Nagai teacher  

Jewellery making    -Majula  

Origami      -Paper cutting and doll making - Prama 

 

Spoken English – E.N.Narayanan 

10.00 to 1:00 & 2:00 to 4:00 pm 

Three sessions of one hour duration  

For Siragu and Nagai student with 10 Teachers in the session  

The children were very enthusiastic to answer questions and the children of Siragu 

showed more progress and in Nagai students were also quite responsive to our questions 

.The session was quite absorbing compared to previous day. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tour program –Queensland  

QueensLand consisted of many rides like Tora Tora, Mini Jet, Dragonfly, Rain, Video 

plaza etc including a boating in the lake and swimming pool. The children spent the 

17 5 2007 

18 5 2007 



whole day which was terror-stricken in the beginning to all and later happened to be a joy 

ride. 

 

 

 

 

 

Tile painting was very interesting as the children were asked to paint imaginary subjects 

and there was no model to be copied. It has proved to a good exhibit at the end of the 

program. The rest of the program was spoken English and a small evening outing  

 

 

 

 

 

This day was a day of fabric painting on a canvass made of cloth and duly colored with 

paints .This was a real piece of   art as the stencil was already drawn. The subsequent 

classes were as usual. The evening session was a feed back addressed by Madam Uma. It 

was quite interesting, as the children were shuddering to speak in a open gathering and 

the freight dissolved slowly.   

 

 

 

 

 

The last day the sessions were taken by the Coordinator of Nagai and the children and 

staff departed after their afternoon lunch to their destinations from Siragu school. 

 

Exhibition 

Children made paintings, jewels, clay models, tile painting, embroidery done in square 

cloth and painted designs on white hand kerchief were displayed in a class room.  

 

Parents of Siragu children were called locally and they visited the displayed materials.  

 

As classes were conducted on batches, all the children visited and appreciated each one’s 

work among them - it motivated their skills. 

 

HIGHLIGHT OF THE CAMP 

 

HIGHLIGHT 1: The tile painting was come in good color, to motivate the children; the 

tiles were placed on walls in entrance of the class rooms (photos enclosed). 

 

HIGHLIGHT 2: School bags with summer camp name printed and with certificates 

were distributed only to the children of Nagai, Karaikkal and Vananvanmahadevi. 

 

19 5 2007 

20 5 2007 

21 5 2007 



HIGHLIGHT 3: Generally, village children studying in govt. schools, in Tamil medium 

naturally tent to have ENGLISH phobia. To reduce the phobia and motivate the children 

to show interest on learning in English, the classes were conducted for children in spoken 

English and tips were given to the teachers to understand the basics and motivate them to 

speak in English - this was a good outcome. At the end of the camp, children were able to 

learn new English words and sentences related to their daily life.  

 

HIGHLIGHT 4: For further follow up and practice, the 3 centers in Nagai, Karaikkal 

and VM were distributed learning materials which in turn put in daily use in all the 

centers. 

 

 

PARTICIPANTS LIST 

 

ACTIVITY CENTRE - AKKRAIPETTAI   

Revathy | Jaya | Kalyana Sundaram | Thandapani | Wahab 

 

Akanksha program Staff    Revathy  

Library Staff – Nagai     Maheswari 

Activity Center staff -  Karaikal   Geetha | Kavitha  

Activity Center staff – Vanavanmahadevi  Kalviyarasi 

 

Siragu Montessori School      

1. Ms.Sasirekha 

2. Ms.Mythily 

3. Ms.Nagarani 

4. Ms.Manjula 

5. Ms.Amutha 

6. Mrs.Shanthi 

7. Ms.Jamuna 

8. Mrs.Rajathy 

9. Mr.Saravanan 

10. Mr.Tamil Moni 

11. Mrs.Jothy 

12. Ms.Lakha 

13. Mr.Pramavathy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

namaste thro' co-op  gamgame Art work on embossed art material 

Display of clay work of children Embroidery work at camp 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Children with Uma on art work on 
ceramic tiles 

Painted ceramic tiles placed on school walls 

Art work on kerchief cloth Decorated cloth Children at Queens' land - outdoor visit 

Children at spoken English 
class 

Children learning dance-theatre work 

Camp fire 
Children with gift of bag on last day 



 

REPORT on ACTIVITIES  

 

 

Report Generated on : 22.08.2007 

Report for the Period : 01.04.2007 to 22.06.2007 

 

 

Studies 

 

Self is going to complete Doctorate in Wasteland Development in Administration Angle.  

Thesis submission being the main work and took much of time for preparation of 

documents and datas to complete the initial documents for thesis work. Still work in 

progress to complete the same. 

 

 

In SIRAGU 

 

June 2007 to May 2008 being the academic year for Siragu, self was engaged in 

preparatory work to plan for this academic year needs. 

 

Education and Knowledge tour to foot hills of HIMALAYAS 

 

In the month of April 2007, 20 children of Siragu along with some staff were to foot hills 

of HIMALAYS.  They interacted with many children over there, moved with tribal 

people and interviewed them and various other programs held over there.  One of the 

days, our children gave a party to elders of the school SIDH over there. The rip was quite 

enjoyable and knowledgeable. 

 

The special thing is they named the party which they gave to the team at SIDH, as 

PEACE WORLD PARTY. Children themselves prepared vegetable and fruit salads and 

with the waste of dry fruits and nuts, they have designed the word PEACE WORLD 

PARTY and it has more fun and enjoyment. 

 

 

Books for School prepared and released 

As we mentioned in earlier reports, we write our own books on various topics and the 

inputs are collected from different websites, reference books and practical knowledge 

gained over a period of service and creative ideas. 

 

So far, we have released books on various topics 

HEALTH & HYGIENE 

CLIMATE 

AGRICULTURE 

HUMAN ANATOMY 

 



& now recent release is book on KITCHEN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In NAGAPATTINAM 

- Construction of new building for activity centre is in progress at Akkaraipettai, 

Nagapattinam 

(fully funded and sponsored by Schlumberger Asia Services Ltd., USA). Scheduled 

inauguration of the center on 5
th

 September’07.  

 

DIGITAL LIBRARY 

- With the support of SCHLUMBERGER opening up a DIGITAL LIBRARY in the new 

building scheduled to inaugurate on 5
th

 September. 

 

- The library will be accessible pre primary students to Higher secondary students.   

Equipped with 5 computers, hundreds of CDs and hundreds of books on various 

interesting subjects which kindle the skills of children and more of visual learning is 

facilitated. 

 

 

Ongoing Projects 

– ACTIVITY CENTERS in NAGAPATTINAM, VELANKANNAI, PONDICHERY 

UT - 

 

Measurable impact of the 2 activity centers at Karaikkal and Akkaraipettai in terms of 

education of children, coping with the tsunami grief, their performance in schools in 

terms of drop-out reduction, child labor reduction, improved exam performance, impact 

on girl children, etc 

 

About Activity Centre, Akkaraipettai 

 

 20 school drop outs were reunited with Panchayat Union Elementary School. 

 These drop outs are detached from school for a long time, 4 years, 3 years and 

recent 1 year and all of them were engaged in fishing activity. 

 After children attended the center, have seen the educational materials kept over 

there and the method of teaching impressed them, the food and balanced diet also 

major reasons behind children attending the center 



 To bring the children to the activity center, started with distribution of sweets, 

chocolates and play materials, then they attracted by our activities and finally 

decided to come to the center. 

 After tsunami the victims stayed in temporary shelters not turned back to their 

places in the villages due to various reasons.  Even the children very much afraid 

of coming back to their places.  Once the activity center is opened, private auto 

was picking up the children and now Van picks them up, they were regular to the 

center. 

 To be specific Selvi Subashri aged 9 years, a mentally retarded was kept at home 

before tsunami and after tsunami at temporary shelter.  We convinced the parents 

and told them to send her out to the center; hence we can help her to enjoy the 

life.  After given exercise practice, eye rotation to come out of eye problem and 

other physical problems are getting resolved and she is improving better and hope 

very soon, she will be back to normal. 

 Selvi Shenbagavalli aged 14 years, is physically handicap affected with polio not 

come out of house for many years.  Convinced the elder brother of the girl and 

brought her to the activity center and the impact is 

* she is able hold the pencil / pen which was not possible previously 

* she able to write Tamil, English words 

* able to sing rhymes in English 

* Able to identify the flash cards shown to her, which has fruits, vegetables, 

words and other pictures. 

 

 

Response from Children 

* As children were impressed on system adopted in the center, they expect the same thing 

in the school but when they feel that is missing, they back to center.  They even are 

asking us to get special permission from the school, so that they can attend the center 

regularly. 

 

Our Observation  Ms.Jeya – Incharge, Activity Center, Nagapattinam 

 Ms.Jeya was working as a PTA teacher in PUES, Akkaraipettai and left the 

school before tsunami. 

 Her husband died in tsunami disaster. 

 After tsunami she was very much disturbed and felt alone and helps up at home. 

 Once she is called for joining the job as Center In charge, she agreed to join 

 

Her Sharings 

 I was very much disturbed after tsunami, when I last my husband. After I was 

offered a Center In charge job, I am really able to forget my past and got big hope 

for Life. 



 I was not familiar to Computer but now I am able to operate it and teach the 

children the basics and operate CDs, VCDs and other softwares installed in the 

system. 

 I was feeling happy in the school when I was working as a PTA teacher but only 

in the activity center I feel satisfied after learning different techniques to handle 

the children and teach the children with new method of teaching especially play 

way method, she says…. 

 

Her Observation about Children 

 Children are eager to learn things and they mostly like to access Computer and 

computer related games and other CDs kept over there. 

 Different books, coloring books, head phone facility to listen individually, 

drawing practice, play ground materials, exercise equipments are the main 

attractive and most likely things for the children.  Hence, children were very 

much attentive to hear the teacher patiently. 

 

Responses from the community where these centers are running in terms of parent 

understanding support, etc. 

 

 

Observation from Discussion with Parents 

 Parents hesitate to send the children to school as they involved in the fishing 

activity and they were happy that children are safe at home and not outside.  

These types of parents were literally changed their mentality after they had visited 

to the center and had seen the activities performed for the children.   

 General opinion from them is, if they send the children only to the center after 

some time they can join directly in higher class in regular school.  Hence, they 

request us to reunite the children to the school and also allow them to attend the 

activity center. 

 The parents were happy that their children not wasting their time, roaming on the 

roads but spend their time usefully in the center. 

 

ACTIVITY CENTRE – KARAIKKAL 

 

Status of Children 

 

Before  

* The most of the attendees of center were become school dropouts two years before.  

* They were addicted to some wrong habits  



* Wasting time by roaming on roads 

 

 

 

 

 

After 

* Reaching the center before 11.00 am everyday 

* Children not having reading and writing skills, now equipped themselves to sing 

Rhymes in English and able to explain moral stories. 

* Started writing on their own  

* They themselves mention that; have dropped all the wrong habits 

the most important one is 

from get up time to go to bed, they themselves do their daily routine without any 

dependence. 

 

PARENTs’ Opinion 

 

* Parents happily mention that their children were previously fighting with each other in 

the village, after coming to center, have seen much changes on them and not fighting 

with anybody in the village as their spend their free time usefully in the center. 

* Friendly move with neighbors and no problem so far. 

* Coming back to home early in the night previously enter the home only in late night. 

* Respecting parents and others 

* They themselves take care of their daily routine – washing clothes, etc. 

* One boy from the family of two boys attending the center. Comparing the attitude and 

behavior both, they have seen much difference in the child who regular to center.  

Moreover, they insist to admit other boy also. 

 

OBSERVATION from AC Staff 

* In the beginning, children were not concentrating on classes conducted but now they 

are very much enthusiastic to know things and started asking doubts and once clarified, 

continue reading. 

* While taking classes to children, we have a free thought to support the children in many 

ways so that we start thinking about how to equip them. 

* Two girls working in center share their feelings that, they were spent most of their time 

in their houses but now able to meet many people and new things to learn is highly 

helpful to them to improve themselves better. 

* Training on computer increase the interest to know more. 

* Conduct classes in different methods also keep us happy and energetic always. 

 



Individual Case Study 

 

Name    :  M.Kaviarasan 

Father’s Name  :  S.Manikkam 

Age   :  15 years 

Address  :  88, Amman Koil Street, Karaikkalmedu, Karaikkal. 

 

Kaviarasan, when he was studying in III Std, discontinued and started working with his 

father.  After some years, he realized the importance of education and felt very bad that 

he couldn’t continue his studies. 

 

* From the time he joined the center started learning at good speed. 

* He himself surprised about his talents 

* Recently when dance practice is given to many students, he learnt beautifully and 

dances very well for three songs. 

* He thought Computer is only for educated people but now he operates computer on his 

own and started playing educational games. 

* Started learning good habits and respect others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name     :  VINOTH 

Father’s Name    :  Mr.Vijendiran 

Age    :  14 years 

Address    :  99, Amman Koil Street, Karaikkalmedu, and 

Karaikkal. 

Education Qualification  : 9
th

 Std 

 

Before  

* Due to economic condition of the family he is forced to go with his father for 

Profession. 

* Due to the friendship with uneducated friends, character also got affected. 

 

After 

* Showing interest to know about highly professional people in the World. 

* Improved his speaking skills 

* Able to operate Computer on his own 

* Introduction of new friends has no bad habits, made him also come out of bad habits 

 



In general 

* He is good in Dance, Volley Ball & Cricket 

 

 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES 

 

Various meetings conducted among the community people (parents of SIRAGU children) 

to make them understand the concept and education system of Siragu and how children 

developed their skills.  

 

Give them open invitation to participate in monthly parent-teacher meetings and attend 

various functions held in the school in order to know what their children really doing. 

 

On several motivational methods approached, 10 youngsters learnt DRIVING 

AUTORICKSHAWS and now they were in need to financial support to pay down 

payment to the financiers to buy new auto on loan. We look forward financial support 

from donors to support these initiatives. 

 

 

OTHER PROJECTS EXECUTED BY SUYAM 

Partnering with other NGOs 

 

SUYAM - AKANKSHA program  

An ongoing project at Pazhaverkadu area in 3 different models. 

 

1. Classes conducted at Govt School 

2. Classes conducted at local centres. 

3. Student Follow up Program 

[Work continued in the same manner as mentioned in the previous report (Nov’06 to 

March’07)] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OTHER PROJECTS EXECUTED BY SUYAM 

Self funded projects 

 

EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT TO STUDENTS 

STUDENT SUPPORT PROGRAMS OF SUYAM  



HEALTH CARE PROGRAMS 

MEDICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES 

COUNSELING PROGRAMS & ADVOCACY 

SSA (Sarva Shiksha Abyan) 

 

& FEEDING THE STREET & SLUM CHILDREN IN AND AROUND CHENNAI 

CITY is the new project started by Suyam with the support of a single donor and plan to 

extend many beneficiaries once more support is gained from many donors. 

 

 
 

- Distribution of food packets to 100 children a day during 6 days a week 

(Every day different variety of food cooked in Suyam office and distributed by Staff and 

volunteers) 

 

- Distribution of food packets to 1000 children, once or twice in a month 

(Once or twice in a month cook VEGETABLE RICE at Suyam office and get distributed 

to children in various areas). 

 

So far, nearly 5000 children were benefited out of this program during June to August’07. 

 

= to be continued = 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consolidated report on activities for 3 years 

Report generated in : August 2007 

 



Based on a new curriculum developed by us Learn for life (using Tamil and Maths to 

understand and communicate the world in which we live.) we integrate local daily life 

activities into learning. 

 

Impact 

 

1. No dropouts  in the village 

2. 99% mainstream children are continuing their education. 

3. Preschool children were able to enjoy their primary schooling. 

4. Regular attendance of children for the school is encouraging for the parents. 

5. Centre able to stimulate the students to think on their own. 

6. In 2005 -06 we were not able to make children to write on their own but they are 

able to write their own book through their learn for life curriculum.   

7.  In the village most of the students use to spend their holidays only watching TV, 

movies and roaming in the streets. Now there started reading books in our library.  

They write letters to officers and suyam.  

8. Through our centre we are able to prevent the students becoming dropouts with 

help of evening batch for slow learners. 

9. We were able to impart better self learning method apart from basic skills like 

reading and writing. Parents and Government teachers able to find out the clear-

cut difference from the   suyam children and other students. 

10. Exposure visit and summer camp helped them to sharpen their brain with 

environment friendly activity and zero waste products. 

 

 

Trainings Program for staff 

 

Training programs are the frequent activity in the centre and several resource persons 

were accessed the centers in last 3 years.  

 

Resource people come from across India and conducted various programs to develop and 

fine tune the skills of staff members. 

 

Our activity centre staff also participated in various other programs conducted for many 

other NGOs in last 3 years. 

 

Children also interacted with other NGOs and shared their experience and learning.  

 

 

 

 

Case Study 

 

Case study of student Mukunthan.P IIIrd standard to Vth STD  

 

Before joining the centre  



Parentless boy mukuthan was brought up by her grandmother who used to sell fishes in 

the market. As she is very old and busy in earning for the family she was not able to give 

proper care to her grandson. Mukuthan used to cheat the grandmother and loiter in the 

village streets without attending the school. He was not showing interest towards 

education. He used to go to school to take only lunch. 

 

After joining the centre 

Mukuthan was closely watched by our staff counseled for one year.  He was first made to 

come to the centre and play.  Slowly he acquired basic knowledge in the centre gained 

interest towards education and started going to school. After this he started coming to 

centre and   school regularly for the past two years. The first initial year was the tough 

job for the staff to make him better and give him good concern. Now he himself comes to 

the centre without any external pressure from the teachers and grandmother. Happy news 

that he secured first rank in fourth standard. At present he is in fifth standard, this year 

examination is yet to start. He is the highest contributor for the book which is going to be 

published.      

 

Exposure Visit 

 

Children were taken to many places across Tamilnadu on a knowledge tour cum exposure 

visit and for variety entertainment. 

 

The places visited by Children so far 

Govt. Museum  } 

Velankanni   } 

Vedaranyam   } Nagapattinam District 

Kodiyakkarai   } 

 

Kodaikanal   } Dingul District 

 

Temples and tourist Places  } Thanjavur District 

 

Ashram   }  

Bernard Declarq Farm house }  

  Aurovil   }  Pondichery Union Territory 

Temple   } 

 

Beach    } 

 

Birla Sanatarium  } 

Vandaloor Zoo  } 

Guindy Children Park  } 

Tamaraipakkam Temple } Chennai  

Marina Beach   } 

Egmore Museum  } 

Queens Land   } 



Abirami Mega Mall   } 

 - Snow World  } 

     

 

Special Summer Camp  

 

1
st
 year 2005-06 in Nagapattinam and Chennai   - One month 

2
nd

 year 2006-07 in Chennai – Suyam Office   - 10 days 

3
rd

 year 2007-08 in Chennai – Siragu School of Suyam - 1 week 

 

 

Summer camp aimed on following activities and find successful in all the efforts 

 

Ideology  

Exposition   Education  Entertainment  Emulation 

 

Persuasive Writing 

Factual Writing 

Creative Writing 

Arts & Crafts 

Research Skills 

Variety cultural 

Theatre Work 

Meditation 

 

Participation in Other’s functions 

 

1. Activity Centre – Nagai Children performed and actively participated in District 

Level Children’s day celebration at Collectorate, Nagapattinam. 

 

2. Actively performed and participated in Annual Day celebration held at Panchayat 

Union Elementary School, Akkaraipettai, and Nagapattinam. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Celebrations with the Community 

 

۩ Celebrated Independence Day, Republic Day, Children’s day with children and 

community for the past years. 

 

۩ Several skill oriented activities are conducted to motivate the children and prizes given 

to all the participants without any ranking distinction. 

 



۩ Parents and education officers are witnessed many of the programs and appreciated the 

efforts of teachers and the centre. 

 

 

Proposed Activities of the Centre in the New facility 

 

1. Digital library for school children (Preprimary to higher secondary  level) 

2.  Innovative education methods and thinking methodology training for   N.G.Os 

and Teachers. 

3. Early childhood and early learning process sharing to the parents.  

4. Regular program like preprimary students and slow learners training in the 

evening batch. 

5. Awareness Programs for the villagers through trainings and documentary films. 

6.  Children’s festival and children’s mela etc will be conducted by the centers 

students. 

7.  Library students will write their own books. Alteast three books in a year will be 

published. 

8. Education related workshop will be conducted for all N.G.O and Education 

Institutions.  

9. Personality development programs for library and village students will be 

conducted. Monthly events will be conducted ( for example introducing role 

models,  young achievers, exposure visit etc) 

10.  Saturday and Sunday batches will be conducted for the activity centre and library 

separately with part-time staff.   

 

 

 

................. Activities continues 

Suyam Akansha  - Skill Enhancement Program – Temporary Shelters Visit 

 

 

 

Suyam doing specialized research in Creative Thinking and Thinking Process. We 

stimulate the children to ask questions find the answer on the scientific way with help of 

self learning activities. We appointed one female staff to go weekly once to Temporary 

Shelters Spend two hour time with maximum of  Twenty  children share the new creative 

activity with the children for the past two years. The staff also help to children to achieve 

basic English, Maths and Science knowledge through simple science experiments, story 

writing, painting, poerty writing etc.      

 

Schedule of the visit 

 

Days Name of Temporary Shelter 

Monday Oosi Madha Koil  

Tuesday Thambi  Thurai Park 

Wednesday Hoilday 



Thursday Thambi Thurai Park 

Friday Oosi Madha Koil 

Saturday Nambiyar Nagar 

Sunday Kadambady 

 

Present Status Temporary Shelters 

 

Atleast two N.G.O is taking evening Tuitions for their academic subjects between 6.00 

p.m to 8 p.m. They concentrate on IV Standard to Xth Standard. I st to IIIrd std were not 

focused by N.G.Os. Families are started moving from Temporary shelter to permanent 

building.24
th

 july 2007 Nambiyar nagar familes shifted  from temporary shelters to 

Permanent houses in three different locality.  Suyam is not focusing on school syllabus 

but want to give quality oriented activity which enabling to think and ask questions like 

why and how.  These activities help the children to shine in their school activity and 

subjects. As most of the parents are illiterate they were not able to encourage the children 

think creatively and scientifically.  Suyam giving training to the staff on thinking process 

and creative activity regularly. So that children will be thrilled with new activity every 

week.  Most of the children spend their evening with T.V. With help of this program 

children is not watching T.V. as soon as they return to house from the school at least a 

week  and able to spend the two hours effectively and creatively on their own without any 

external force.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consolidated report on activities for 2 years 

Report generated in : August 2007 

 

Based on a new curriculum developed by us Learn for life (using Tamil and Maths to 

understand and communicate the world in which we live.) we integrate local daily life 

activities into learning. 

 

Impact 

 

11. Preschool children were able to enjoy their primary schooling. 

12. Regular attendance of children for the school is encouraging for the parents. 

13. program able to stimulate the students to think on their own. 

14. In 2005 -06 we were not able to make children to write on their own but they are 

able to write their own book through their learn for life curriculum.   

15.  In the village most of the students use to spend their holidays only watching TV, 

movies and roaming in the streets. Now there started attending our creative 

classed on their own.  They write letters to officers and suyam.  



16. Through our program we are able to prevent the students becoming dropouts with 

help of evening batch for slow learners. 

17. We were able to impart better self learning method apart from basic skills like 

reading and writing. Parents and Government teachers able to find out the clear-

cut difference from the   suyam children and other students. 

18. Exposure visit  helped them to sharpen their brain with environment friendly 

activity and zero waste products. 

19. Writing Tamil without spelling mistake. 

20. Children able to show interest in Science and Maths subject. They scored good 

marks in above subjects. 

21. Preprimary children able to acquire basic skills with help activities. 

22. They felt enjoyable and interesting to write their own stories, songs and poems  

23.   Fighting among the children has been reduced with our counseling.  

24. We are able to remove the English phobia among the children. 

25. They started creating their own imaginative paintings without copying from book.     

  

Trainings Program for staff 

 

Training programs are the frequent activity in the centre and several resource persons 

were accessed the centers in last 3 years.  

 

Resource people come from across India and conducted various programs to develop and 

fine tune the skills of staff members. 

 

Our activity centre staff also participated in various other programs conducted for many 

other NGOs in last 3 years. 

 

Children also interacted with other NGOs and shared their experience and learning.  

Case Study 

 

Before joining the program  

Preethi,Stephen,Manjula,Pavithra and Sangeetha  were failed in maths. They were afraid 

of maths and English.  

 

After joining the centre 

 

As per the request from the parents our staff taught maths in the easy way with activity 

separately for these children apart from regular activity. They got good percentage of 

marks in their Examination. Parents appreciated our staff for the counseling and different 

way of teaching.   Now they are not afraid of Maths and after this event they never said 

that school is boring. They were able to understand the importance of maths and science 

through our learn or life curriculum  

 

 

 

 



 

 

................. Activities continues 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REPORT ON SUYAM-AKANKSHA PROGRAMS-MINJUR 

   

REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF APRIL’ 2007 

A new scheme of utilisation of the summer vocation, has been initiated for the first time, by 

suyam trust, in a pioneering way, in all govt schools, using the services of the teachers in the 

months of April and May,2007 

This is done with a view, of better understanding of the children and their utilisation of summer 

vocation, which would be spent in a wasteful manner, by the students.  

The work of the preparation of all creative works, done by the students in all centres, of the 

akanksha, is in progress and this is the primary work under taken in all centres  . The book will 

be ready shortly and will be forwarded to you, as soon as it is ready. 

As per the coordinator of the program, Mr.Suman, the progress made on the performance by 

the students, in comparison to last year, has much improved. There is a program on the anvil, 

to train our teachers, in the month of may, for the further improvement, in their taking lessons 

for the students in the coming year. This will proved to be, another milestone in the progressive 

coaching offered by suyam 



 

The proceedings of the meeting with the teachers of the manure block conducted in the first 

week of may2007 has given us a lot of information about their performance upto April, 2007 

.We have listed out the details in a tabular column  consisting of 7 colomns giving the details 

of the centre , concerned teacher on their  performances and the feedbacks of the students, 

parents, and the headmasters, for your information. 

 

We appreciate your timely support in this regard with the request to besto the same in the 

coming year alsoS 

 

Thanking you, 

 

Sincerely, 

For SUYAM CHARITABLE TRUST 

 

 

V.UMA & R.N.MUTHURAM 

FOUNDER MANAGING TRUSTEE / FOUNDER TRUSTEE 

 

Encl: performance report 

 

 

 

 

 

EDUCATION TOUR April - 07 

 

Comment 

Normally in any school, children will be taken to education tour once in a year. But in 

SIRAGU, we explore all the possibilities for children and take them to different parts of 

India and different places of Chennai.  

 

Every year we organize for a knowledge sharing educational tour and children decide 

which place they prefer to go.  This year when they were asked to do so, immediately 

they referred the India map and expressed their willingness to go to HIMALAYAS. The 

thought put in to action and arranged for a knowledge sharing tour to foot hills of 

Himalayas in April 2007. 

 

a knowledge sharing tour 

experience to learn about village people 

Pahad pe Ped like songs 

delicious food 

loving people 

memorable moments 

smiling faces of SIDH team 

.............. and much more unforgetful moments 



          

  
Children studying medicinal plants    Hey! I have picked up my stuff 

          

 

 
Siragu children with tribal children   a group photo – the happy faces 

 

VISIT TO SIDH 

VISIT TO AGRA 

VISIT TO TOURIST SPOTS OF DELHI 



VISIT TO SIDH 

Children of Siragu made a trip towards Himalayan workshop at SIDH in Mussouri in 

Utranjal in North India. A team of six teachers and twenty students headed by 

Mrs.V.UMA has undertaken the trip, areal venturesome effort. 

 

SIDH (society of integrated development of Himalays) 

The word SIDH means attaining something remarkable and that exclusiveness is being 

promoted in SIDH which we all had glimpse in our fort nightly trip. 

 

There we delighted with: 

- Gandhian self help method  

- No din 

- Planning 

- Eco friendly atmosphere 

- Silence 

- Modesty 

 

Highlight of the tour 

The entourage of Siragu Children  

- Trucking on the up and down hill roads of Himalayas was tough but good learning 

- Language HINDI was a second hurdle for children and few teachers  

- Food habits  

………. These challenges however arduous was faced with all smiles 

 

Interaction with the BOTHSALA AND SIRAGU 

- The most interesting factor is the interaction between the Northern Children and 

Southern Children which had taken place in the most amicable and understanding 

manner.  

- The pinnacle of the programme is rending of songs and enactment of tablous.  

- Highly appreciated by both the children show a real unity in diversity. 

 

 

Academic year 2007-08 

- 260 children are the direct beneficiaries of the school this year 

(out of which 50 children are hostel inmates) 

 

Academic year 2007-08 just begin in June’07 with 260 children and we are in the 

end of JULY’07 

 

* We have recently released our 5
th

 book on “KITCHEN” – education start from 

kitchen 

 

VViissiitt  hhttttpp::////wwwwww..ssiirraagguu..oorrgg  //  hhttttpp::////wwwwww..ssiirraagguukkiiddss..bbllooggssppoott..ccoomm  ffoorr  mmoorree  ddeettaaiillss  

 

 

-- MORE DETAILS WILL FOLLOW IN NEXT REPORT --  

http://www.siragu.org/
http://www.siragukids.blogspot.com/


SUYAM CHARITABLE TRUST 

 

 
 

A report on Performance of Siragu Montessori School 

 

At first we would like to convey our heartiest gratitude towards your continuous support 

which is extremely useful to us to meet out the portion of teacher salary expenses of the 

school. 

 

Siragu Montessori School’s Vision & Plans as on January’08 



Growth  of Siragu
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Present Strength of the School 

265 children 

 

Classes 

LKG to VII Std 

 

Vision Statement of SIRAGU 

- towards human world the challenging generation 

- create first generation learners 

- provide universal quality education  

- make education enjoyable 

- work for all-round development 

- sensitize children to be environmentally conscious 

- Impossible to I am Possible or It is Possible 

 

Operating Requirement to Achieve Vision 

 



Primary Focus 

- Get recognition from ICSE, New Delhi  

 

Why to get ICSE recognition and how it will support Siragu? 

- ICSE syllabus is a top order syllabus in India  

- Minimum requirement of land is 2 acres but in State Board and other syllabus it is 

5 acres and more, hence chosen the target of 2 acres 

- ICSE allow us to set up our own curriculum upto 8
th

 grade. This freedom allow us 

to bring up more creative ideas into action and to improve creative skills of 

children 

 

To get ICSE recognition what are the minimum requirements and how much achieved as 

yet? 

Required Achieved Shortage / 

to be 

achieved 

Funding support 

2 acres (200 cents 

land area) 

152.25 cents 

( 1.5225 acres) 

44.75 cents 

(0.4475 

acres) 

Looking for sponsors 

Modernised Toilet 

Facility 

Funding 

received 

-- Received from CJD 

International School, Germany 

Physics Lab Funding 

received 

-- Received from CJD 

International School, Germany 

Physics Lab 

materials, furnitures, 

etc 

 

-- 

-- Looking for sponsors and 

working on cost estimates. 

Chemistry Lab & lab 

materials, furnitures, 

etc 

-- -- Looking for sponsors and 

working on cost estimates. 

Botony Lab, lab 

materials, furnitures, 

etc 

-- -- Looking for sponsors and 

working on cost estimates. 

 

Secondary Focus 

- Construction of Labs and modernized toilet facilities which is the main norm of the 

ICSE 

- Construction of High School Block, Hostel Block, Higher Secondary Block 

- Have a separate staff room on each floor area with One trustee room on ground floor 

area 

- Furniture requirements of class rooms 

- Interior work to set up Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Zoology Labs 

- Purchase of Laboratory materials for the 4 labs 

- In built science park with basic science experiment models 

- Purchase of Educational materials 

- Main office equipments such as Xerox Machine and others 

 



3 to 5 Year Plan – April’09 to March’12 (1.4.2009 to 31.03.2012) 

 

Vision  

- to have to have separate High School block with 3 floors – Ground + 2 

- to have 24 class rooms @ 8 rooms in each floor 

- accommodate 80 children under 1:20 ratio for IX grade  

- accommodate 80 children under 1:20 ratio for X grade 

- Prepare 1
st
 set of children to write their X grade public exams in year 2010-11 

 

Operating Requirement to achieve Vision 

1. Conversion of built dormitory area into 8 class rooms  

2. Construction of first floor and second floor 

3. Providing basic furniture for all the class rooms 

4. Incorporate staff room in each floor area 

5. Incorporate trustee room 

 

Additional information 

- Identified an architect volunteer who will support us to draw sketch of the land 

and give drawings of proposed construction of High School and Higher 

Secondary blocks. We hope the design and building model will be ready within 30 

days from now 

- Visited various schools which follow ICSE syllabus and gathered more 

information about construction of class rooms, setting up labs and laboratory 

requirements 

- Identification of vendors to supply furniture and laboratory materials are in 

process 

- Also in look out for additional land purchase to fulfill the shortage of 44.75 cents 

ie, 0.4475 acres to fulfill ICSE norms of 2 acres land requirement. 

- Growth of Siragu is given in separate graph, we hope the expected growth level 

be achieved within the planned period 

- 1
st
 of first generation learners will face the public exams in the year 2010-11 and 

we are confident that the target will be achieved. 

 

Education System of SIRAGU 

 Child friendly  

 Freedom to think and act 

 Activity based 

 Work sheets system 

 Opportunities for more site visits and knowledge, exposure tour  

 World Peace Prayer, Yoga and Meditation is the daily routine 

 Developed innovative education concept and written our own books 

 (Book on CLIMATE, HEALTH & HYGIENE, AGRICULTURE, HUMAN 

ANATOMY & KITCHEN) 

 Children go for Village visits, visits to Panchayat Office, nearest Post Office and 

gain practical knowledge about their learning 



 Quality based evaluation system and Examination system is conducted through our 

Siragu progress book –An innovative skill based evaluation system. 

 

Recognized by 

 Visitors, Volunteers, Individual Donors, Corporate Donors & General Public of 

India 

 Students & Professors of Pacific Lutheran University, USA 

 Students & Teachers CJD International School, USA 

 Social work students of Graduate School of Social Work, Boston, USA 

 MEDIACORP a Singapore based company selected our school as best school in 

Asia and made 10 minute documentary movie – “Asians of the Year 2006” and 

telecasted through their CHANNEL NEWS ASIA, SINGAPORE – Year 2006. 

 “WINGS OF EVOLUTION” a film on Siragu produced and directed by our 

friends in “Accessible Horizon Films.Com” in USA. Film made by them with an 

aim to share the education system of Siragu with children of WORLD under 

“GLOBAL KIDS” concept of SIRAGU. Year 2007 

 TV Media, Paper Media, Magazine Media  

 

Websites & Blogs 

 

http://www.suyam.org 

http://www.siragu.org 

http://www.siragukids.blogspot.com 

http://www.suyamprojects.blogspot.com 

 

Donors contributed for Siragu towards Construction and Purchase of Educational 

Materials 

1. Madras Knights Round Table 181, Chennai. ( 9 Permanent Class Rooms ) 

2. Manithaneya Narpani Mandram – South Indian Film Actor Mr.Parthiban (Borewell, 

Computer, etc) 

3. Citizen Run Trust, Chennai India (Two Wheeler)  

4. Akansha Foundation, Mumbai (Compound Wall) 

5. Rigid Hospital Private td – (Rs.50,000 for Temporary Class Room construction – Year 

2005) 

 

Donors contributed for Siragu towards Proposed Construction  

1. Rose vzw, Belgium – CJD International School, Germany         - Toilet Block, Physics 

Lab 

2. Citizen Run Trust - Fundacio Marc Sauquet, Spain            - Toilet Block 

 

Donors contributed for Siragu towards Operational Expenses 

Asha for Education, USA chapter – $16860.00 towards operational expenses 

 

Donors presently contributing towards Operational Expenses 

Stree Seva Mandir, Chennai   - Rs.18350.00 per month  

A foreign donor    - Rs.25000.00 per month  

http://www.suyam.org/
http://www.siragu.org/
http://www.siragukids.blogspot.com/
http://www.suyamprojects.blogspot.com/


 

Category of Donors  

Short term donors – As listed above 

Mid Term Donors – Nil 

Long Term Donors – Nil 

 

 

 

 

EVALUATION 

 

Visitors comments and criticisms also an evaluation tool  

- Every visitor to Siragu share their open comment about the performance  

- Many educationalists visited Siragu and give their suggestions to improve the 

standard 

 

Internal Quality Audit 

- Performance of children are evaluated based on tests n exams conducted 

periodically  

(Term test and Quarterly / Half yearly / Annual Exams) 

- Teachers incharge appointed in Siragu play a vital role in evaluation of daily 

performance of teachers and monitor closely and identify mistakes and rectify on 

the spot 

- Saturdays of every week utilized towards performance evaluation and set up next 

week syllabus and preparation of work sheets  

 

External Quality Audit 

- Founder Managing Trustee – Mrs.Uma Muthuram visit the school thrice a week 

and stay for the day and conduct open discussion meet with teaching and non 

teaching staff and evaluate the performance of teachers and children 

- Question papers of exams and test prepared by children been sent to trust office 

and corrections by Mrs.Uma and then it goes for Xeroxing 

- Performance evaluation team set by Suyam, the special resource persons who 

visited Siragu and given us the feedback which was quite helpful to us evaluate 

the activities in the Year 2006. 

- In the year 2007, resource persons from Alpha to Omega School, Kilpauk visited 

the school and evaluated the performance 

- Every month introducing a resource from different field visit SIRAGU and share 

their experience, knowledge  

 

 

 

TRAINING N DEVELOPMENT 

 

Siragu focus on training aspects which add quality to the service. Suyam believes in 

Action. 



- Various indoor and outdoor training programs conducted and some of the recent ones 

are stated here 

 

elfa in associationwith CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS conducted “elt 

WORKSHOP” at Chennai during 23
rd

 and 24
th

 November, 2007 

 

- Our teachers and trust office staff along with Mrs.Uma participated in this 

workshop 

 

- ELT – English language teaching has emerged as a discipline in its own right 

with English becoming the global lingua franca.  Research into the issues 

involved in teaching English to speakers of other languages has led insights into 

classroom methodology relevant to non-native contexts where English is widely 

used as in India 

 

- Why an ELT Workshop? 

ELT is a dynamic field. Its practitioners – English teachers – need to constantly 

update themselves on the latest issues to that they can offer its best to their 

students.  The Workshop creates an opportunity for them to do just this. 

 

 

- Through this ELT workshop, our teachers were able to 

* better analyze and articulate their classroom situation 

* come to know about improved methods and techniques 

* become aware of research in the field 

* achieve professional growth 

 

- STUDENTS 

Achieving better language learning has countless advantages for students. Higher 

language proficiency, better study skills, over all curricular improvement, 

heightened self-esteem and resulting spurts in confidence……..are only a few of 

the short term and long term benefits students stand to gain 

 

VISIT TO AGASTYA INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION – DECEMBER’07 

Kuppam Village, Andhra Pradesh – http://agastya.org  

 

Agastya is a movement led by entrepreneurs, educators, scientists, teachers and children 

to revitalize and transform primary and secondary education in India and provide an 

affordable education model that can be replicated anywhere in the world.  

   

Through interactive high-impact grassroots education, Agastya aims to inspire and 

catalyze effective and widespread social development, innovation and leadership. 

The Agastya Model - Bridging an opportunity divide  

One of Agastya’s central goals is to create an education dissemination model,  

which is cost-effective, scalable and replicable within and outside India.  

http://agastya.org/
http://www.agastya.org/aboutus.htm#AgastyaDiff


A model, which provides breadth and depth.  

 

Agastya has consolidated its vision into the 

The Agastya Model below. We believe it is 

unique and highly effective for disseminating 

quality education, cost-effectively to a large 

number of vulnerable, disadvantaged and at-

risk children and teachers around the world. 

Essential elements of the model are in place, 

but much remains to be done.  

Agastya's education model is:    

Scalable - impacts millions of children and teachers through high - reach channels 

like teacher education, mobile labs, science fairs and science centers.  

Innovative and creative – learning methodologies awaken curiosity, observation, 

assimilation and application skills.  

Sustainable - learning methods are deeply instilled, encourage sensitivity to the 

environment and growth and development of community.  

Replicable – high-impact ideas and low-cost methods are easily transferred and 

communicated across cultures and countries.  

Collaborative - leverages partnerships and encourages participation by government 

and private education officials and community members.  

- Our teachers, Suyam Staff, Nagapattinam Staff along with Mrs.Uma stayed 

in Agastya for 3 days and learnt various science concepts and based on this 

experience, now prepared work sheets and also developing science concepts 

with acquired knowledge –  

 

…. Despite of every training program, practice makes everyone perfect, we are 

practicing..…. 

 

PROPOSED VOLUNTEERS’ CONTRIBUTIONS TO SIRAGU 

INDICORPS is an organization based in Ahmedabad providing volunteers who were 

residents of abroad but their origin is India. 

In year 2006, Alesha is the volunteer came from UK and spent her 1 year time with us in 

Nagapattinam and Siragu project brought effective changes in the projects involved by 

her. 



Now, we got an opportunity to receive two volunteers from abroad and going to spend 1 

year full time in Siragu project and their profile is given below: 

Volunteer 1 

Objectives: The objectives of Volunteer 1’s project are: 

o To create a science curriculum that reflects Siragu School’s child-centered 

pedagogy 

o To motivate students to serve their community through science-based 

projects 

o To help students apply science skills to the world around them 

Volunteer 2 

Objectives: The objectives of Volunteer 2’s project are: 

o To help improve the quality of education at Siragu Montessori School by 

providing teachers with support and directed guidance 

o To develop the professional skills of Siragu’s teachers through a replicable 

curriculum 

o To create a simple evaluation system and feedback loop that will continue 

to push the teachers to perform better  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consolidated report on activities for 3 years 

Report generated in : August 2007 

 

Based on a new curriculum developed by us Learn for life (using Tamil and Maths to 

understand and communicate the world in which we live.) we integrate local daily life 

activities into learning. 

 

Impact 

 

26. No dropouts  in the village 

27. 99% mainstream children are continuing their education. 

28. Preschool children were able to enjoy their primary schooling. 

29. Regular attendance of children for the school is encouraging for the parents. 

30. Centre able to stimulate the students to think on their own. 



31. In 2005 -06 we were not able to make children to write on their own but they are 

able to write their own book through their learn for life curriculum.   

32.  In the village most of the students use to spend their holidays only watching TV, 

movies and roaming in the streets. Now there started reading books in our library.  

They write letters to officers and suyam.  

33. Through our centre we are able to prevent the students becoming dropouts with 

help of evening batch for slow learners. 

34. We were able to impart better self learning method apart from basic skills like 

reading and writing. Parents and Government teachers able to find out the clear-

cut difference from the   suyam children and other students. 

35. Exposure visit and summer camp helped them to sharpen their brain with 

environment friendly activity and zero waste products. 

 

 

Trainings Program for staff 

 

Training programs are the frequent activity in the centre and several resource persons 

were accessed the centers in last 3 years.  

 

Resource people come from across India and conducted various programs to develop and 

fine tune the skills of staff members. 

 

Our activity centre staff also participated in various other programs conducted for many 

other NGOs in last 3 years. 

 

Children also interacted with other NGOs and shared their experience and learning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exposure Visit 

 

Children were taken to many places across Tamilnadu on a knowledge tour cum exposure 

visit and for variety entertainment. 

 

The places visited by Children so far 

Govt. Museum  } 

Velankanni   } 

Vedaranyam   } Nagapattinam District 

Kodiyakkarai   } 

 

Kodaikanal   } Dingul District 

 

Temples and tourist Places  } Thanjavur District 



 

Ashram   }  

Bernard Declarq Farm house }  

  Aurovil   }  Pondichery Union Territory 

Temple   } 

 

Beach    } 

 

Birla Sanatarium  } 

Vandaloor Zoo  } 

Guindy Children Park  } 

Tamaraipakkam Temple } Chennai  

Marina Beach   } 

Egmore Museum  } 

Queens Land   } 

Abirami Mega Mall   } 

 - Snow World  } 

     

 

Special Summer Camp  

 

1
st
 year 2005-06 in Nagapattinam and Chennai   - One month 

2
nd

 year 2006-07 in Chennai – Suyam Office   - 10 days 

3
rd

 year 2007-08 in Chennai – Siragu School of Suyam - 1 week 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summer camp aimed on following activities and find successful in all the efforts 

 

Ideology  

Exposition   Education  Entertainment  Emulation 

 

Persuasive Writing 

Factual Writing 

Creative Writing 

Arts & Crafts 

Research Skills 

Variety cultural 

Theatre Work 

Meditation 



 

 

 

Celebrations with the Community 

 

۩ Celebrated Independence Day, Republic Day, Children’s day with children and 

community for the past years. 

 

۩ Several skill oriented activities are conducted to motivate the children and prizes given 

to all the participants without any ranking distinction. 

 

۩ Parents and education officers are witnessed many of the programs and appreciated the 

efforts of teachers and the centre. 

 

 

 

 

 

................. Activities continues 
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Based on a new curriculum developed by us Learn for life (using Tamil and Maths to 

understand and communicate the world in which we live.) we integrate local daily life 

activities into learning. 

 

Impact 

 

36. No dropouts  in the village 

37. 99% mainstream children are continuing their education. 

38. Preschool children were able to enjoy their primary schooling. 

39. Regular attendance of children for the school is encouraging for the parents. 

40. Centre able to stimulate the students to think on their own. 

41. In 2005 -06 we were not able to make children to write on their own but they are 

able to write their own book through their learn for life curriculum.   

42.  In the village most of the students use to spend their holidays only watching TV, 

movies and roaming in the streets. Now there started reading books in our library.  

They write letters to officers and suyam.  

43. Through our centre we are able to prevent the students becoming dropouts with 

help of evening batch for slow learners. 

44. We were able to impart better self learning method apart from basic skills like 

reading and writing. Parents and Government teachers able to find out the clear-

cut difference from the   suyam children and other students. 

45. Exposure visit and summer camp helped them to sharpen their brain with 

environment friendly activity and zero waste products. 

 

 

Trainings Program for staff 

 

Training programs are the frequent activity in the centre and several resource persons 

were accessed the centers in last 3 years.  

 

Resource people come from across India and conducted various programs to develop and 

fine tune the skills of staff members. 

 

Our activity centre staff also participated in various other programs conducted for many 

other NGOs in last 3 years. 

 

Children also interacted with other NGOs and shared their experience and learning.  

 

 

 

 

Case Study 

 



Case study of student Mukunthan.P IIIrd standard to Vth STD  

 

Before joining the centre  

Parentless boy mukuthan was brought up by her grandmother who used to sell fishes in 

the market. As she is very old and busy in earning for the family she was not able to give 

proper care to her grandson. Mukuthan used to cheat the grandmother and loiter in the 

village streets without attending the school. He was not showing interest towards 

education. He used to go to school to take only lunch. 

 

After joining the centre 

Mukuthan was closely watched by our staff counseled for one year.  He was first made to 

come to the centre and play.  Slowly he acquired basic knowledge in the centre gained 

interest towards education and started going to school. After this he started coming to 

centre and   school regularly for the past two years. The first initial year was the tough 

job for the staff to make him better and give him good concern. Now he himself comes to 

the centre without any external pressure from the teachers and grandmother. Happy news 

that he secured first rank in fourth standard. At present he is in fifth standard, this year 

examination is yet to start. He is the highest contributor for the book which is going to be 

published.      

 

Exposure Visit 

 

Children were taken to many places across Tamilnadu on a knowledge tour cum exposure 

visit and for variety entertainment. 

 

The places visited by Children so far 

Govt. Museum  } 

Velankanni   } 

Vedaranyam   } Nagapattinam District 

Kodiyakkarai   } 

 

Kodaikanal   } Dingul District 

 

Temples and tourist Places  } Thanjavur District 

 

Ashram   }  

Bernard Declarq Farm house }  

  Aurovil   }  Pondichery Union Territory 

Temple   } 

 

Beach    } 

 

Birla Sanatarium  } 

Vandaloor Zoo  } 

Guindy Children Park  } 

Tamaraipakkam Temple } Chennai  



Marina Beach   } 

Egmore Museum  } 

Queens Land   } 

Abirami Mega Mall   } 

 - Snow World  } 

     

 

Special Summer Camp  

 

1
st
 year 2005-06 in Nagapattinam and Chennai   - One month 

2
nd

 year 2006-07 in Chennai – Suyam Office   - 10 days 

3
rd

 year 2007-08 in Chennai – Siragu School of Suyam - 1 week 

 

 

Summer camp aimed on following activities and find successful in all the efforts 

 

Ideology  

Exposition   Education  Entertainment  Emulation 

 

Persuasive Writing 

Factual Writing 

Creative Writing 

Arts & Crafts 

Research Skills 

Variety cultural 

Theatre Work 

Meditation 

 

Participation in Other’s functions 

 

3. Activity Centre – Nagai Children performed and actively participated in District 

Level Children’s day celebration at Collectorate, Nagapattinam. 

 

4. Actively performed and participated in Annual Day celebration held at Panchayat 

Union Elementary School, Akkaraipettai, and Nagapattinam. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Celebrations with the Community 

 

۩ Celebrated Independence Day, Republic Day, Children’s day with children and 

community for the past years. 

 



۩ Several skill oriented activities are conducted to motivate the children and prizes given 

to all the participants without any ranking distinction. 

 

۩ Parents and education officers are witnessed many of the programs and appreciated the 

efforts of teachers and the centre. 

 

 

Proposed Activities of the Centre in the New facility 

 

11. Digital library for school children (Preprimary to higher secondary  level) 

12.  Innovative education methods and thinking methodology training for   N.G.Os 

and Teachers. 

13. Early childhood and early learning process sharing to the parents.  

14. Regular program like preprimary students and slow learners training in the 

evening batch. 

15. Awareness Programs for the villagers through trainings and documentary films. 

16.  Children’s festival and children’s mela etc will be conducted by the centers 

students. 

17.  Library students will write their own books. Alteast three books in a year will be 

published. 

18. Education related workshop will be conducted for all N.G.O and Education 

Institutions.  

19. Personality development programs for library and village students will be 

conducted. Monthly events will be conducted ( for example introducing role 

models,  young achievers, exposure visit etc) 

20.  Saturday and Sunday batches will be conducted for the activity centre and library 

separately with part-time staff.   

 

 

 

................. Activities continues 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year Wise Beneficiaries Details  

 

Summary  

Main streaming batch – 2005-06 - 13 boys & 6 girls 

Drop out batch – 2005-06  - 10 boys & 08 girls 

Children batch – 2005-06  - 20 boys & 29 girls 

Evening batch – 2005-06  - 18 boys & 12 girls 

 



Children batch – 2006-07  - 22 boys & 23 girls 

Evening batch – 2006-07  - 20 boys & 12 girls 

 

Children batch – 2007-08  - 43 boys & 27 girls 

Evening batch – 2007-08  - 14 boys & 16 girls 

 

Total beneficiaries as on date - 293 children 

 

 

Main streaming Batch 2005 -2006 

 

S.No Name 2005 2008 

CLASS AGE CLASS AGE 

BOYS 

1 T.ARJUN IV 9 VI 11 

2. S.BARATH IV 9 VI 11 

3. P.DINESH I 6 III 8 

4. G.DHASAN I 6 III 8 

5. V.KAVIYARASAN I 6 III 8 

6. R.KESAVAN V 10 VII  12 

7. V.MATHAVAN II 7 IV 9 

8. V.MOORTHY IV 10 VI  12 

9. V.RAJESH VI 11 VIII 13 

10. V.SARAVANAN V 10 VII 12 

11. V.SATHYAN V 10  VII  12 

12. V.VIJAYAKUMAR IV 9 - 11 

13. G.ILAMARAN VI 11 VIII 13 

GIRLS 

14. T.BHAGYA II 7 IV 9 

15. A.JANIPHA II 7 - 9 

16. M.PARIMALA V 10 VII 12 

17. A.PRAVEENA IV 10 - 12 

18. P.SURYA IV 10 VII 12 

19. A.SWATHI IV 10 - 12 

 

 



 

Drop –Out  Batch 2005 -2006 

 

S.No Name 2005 2008 

CLASS AGE CLASS AGE 

BOYS 

1 K.IYAPPAN VI 12 VIII 14 

2. T. MANIVEL I 5 II 8 

3. P.PRADEEPAN VI 14 - 16 

4. D.RAJESH IV 9 - 11 

5. S.SRIDHAR IV 9 VI 11 

6. S.VINITH I 6 III  8 

7. S.VINOTH - 14 - 16 

8. S.ARUNSELVAN IV 9 VI  11 

9. G.SABARINATHAN IV 9 VI 11 

10. G.SUBASH III 8 V 10 

GIRLS 

11. S.BAIRAVI - 14 - 15 

12. S.MALARSELVI III 14 - 16 

13. S.SUBASRI V 10 VII 12 

14. S.UMA(Megala) - 14 - 16 

15. V.SHENBAAVALLI V 10 VII 12 

16. 

 

G.PUSHPA V 10 VII 12 

17. G.SATHIYA II 7 IV 9 

18. P.DEEPIKA IV 12 - 14 

 



Children Batch 2005 -2006 

 

   

S.No Name  

CLASS AGE 

Boys 

1 S.MUTHUVEL I 6 

2. T.NITHISH I 6 

3. M.RITHISH UKG 4 

4. G.SRIRAM Pre K.G 4 

5. V.SUDHAN UKG 5 

6. S.SURIYAMOORTHY UKG 5 

7. K.VELMURUGAN I 6 

8. L.ANBARASAN I 6 

9. G.ANILKAPUR II 8 

10. V.KARTHIK UKG 4 

11. P.SEELAN I 6 

12. R.RAJESH Pre K.G 3 

13. R.TAMILANBAN UKG 4 

14. K.VIGNESH Pre K.G 3 

15. S.SAIRAM Pre K.G 3 

16. 

 

M.SHARAN Pre K.G 3 

17. K.KANIPATHI Pre K.G 3 

18. M.UMESH Pre K.G 3 

19. M.SUDHARSAN Pre K.G 3 

20. V.NAVARASAN Pre K.G 3 

 

Girls 

1 S.JAMILA Pre K.G 2 ½  

2. S.KALAIVANI Pre K.G 3 

3. K.NITHISHIYA Pre K.G 3 

4. R.NAVEENA Pre K.G 2 

5. M.SHALINI Pre K.G 2 ½  

6. T.DHANUSHIYA Pre K.G 3 

7. K.KAVYA Pre K.G 3 

8. V.KEERTHANA Pre K.G 3 

9. G.SANTHIYA Pre K.G 2 

10. S.SNEHA Pre K.G 3 

11. S.ANUSUYA Pre K.G 3 

12. K.VARSHANI Pre K.G 2 ½  

13. S.NANTHINI Pre K.G 3 

14. V.MURUGESHWARI Pre K.G 3 

15. D.DHARANI Pre K.G 3 

16. A.SANDHIYA Pre K.G 2 



 

17. K.MANISHA Pre K.G 2 

18. B.SUGUNA Pre K.G 3 

19. R.JAYASREE Pre K.G 2 

20. A.NITHISHA Pre K.G 3 

21. P.NISHA Pre K.G 3 

22. S.MEENA Pre K.G 3 

23. A.PRATHISHA Pre K.G 3 

24. S.SHALINI Pre K.G 3 

25. B.RAMYA Pre K.G 2 

26. K.MANJU Pre K.G 3 

27. S.KAYALVIZHI Pre K.G 3 

28. K.DEEPIKA Pre K.G 3 

29. K.STREEJA Pre K.G 3 

 



Evening Batch 2005 -2006 

   

S.No Name  

CLASS AGE 

Boys 

1 C.ARUN KUMAR V 10 

2. S.ARIVAZHAGAN V 10 

3. M.BALAMURUGAN V 10 

4. K.RAJKUMAR V 10 

5. S.KAVIYARASAN V 10 

6. S.KIRAN IV 9 

7. R.KIRUBAHARAN V 10 

8. M.MANIKANDAN IV 9 

9. P.MUGUNDAN III 8 

10. B.NAVEEN KUMAR V 10 

11. S.KABILAN V 10 

12. B.RAJASEKARAN V 10 

13. N.RANJITH V 10 

14. S.SAMUVEL V 10 

15. M.SUMAN V 10 

16. V.DINESH V 10 

17. R.PRAVEEN IV 9 

18. G.GUNASEKARAN IV 9 

 

Girls 

1 N.BHARATHI   

2. C.KEERTHANA V 10 

3. R.PRAVEENA V 10 

4. A.VANITHA V 10 

5. C.SURUTHI II 6 

6. N.VANITHA II 6 

7. S.VINOTHA III 7 

8. R.ANBARASI II 6 

9. B.SARATHA II 6 

10. S.SANGEETHA V 10 

11. K.MANGAIYARKARASI II 6 

12. G.THAMARAISELVI II 6 

 



 

 

CHILDREN BATCH – 2006-07 

   

S.No Name  

CLASS AGE 

Boys 

1 R.RAJESH Pre K.G 3 

2. R.TAMILANBAN Pre K.G 4 

3. M.UMESH Pre K.G 3 

4. S.SAIRAM Pre K.G 3 

5. K.VIGNESH Pre K.G 2 

6. M.SARAN Pre K.G 3 

7. K.KANIPATHI Pre K.G 4 

8. M.SUDHARSAN Pre K.G 3 

9. A.PRIYAN Pre K.G 4 

10. A.PRADHISH Pre K.G 3 

11. S.DHANUSH Pre K.G 3 

12. M.KAVIYARASAN Pre K.G 3 

13. SANJAI Pre K.G 3 

14. BALU Pre K.G 4 

15. SILAMBARASAN Pre K.G 4 

16. 

 

PRADHIBAN Pre K.G 2 

17. NITHISH Pre K.G 3 

18. TAMILARASAN Pre K.G 3 

19. GOWDHAMAN Pre K.G 3 

20. K.ABINESH Pre K.G 3 

21. S.GURU Pre K.G 3 

22. B.HARISH Pre K.G 3 

 

Girls 

1 V.KEERTHANA Pre K.G 4 

2. S.NANDHINI Pre K.G 4 

3. A.SANDHIYA Pre K.G 4 

4. R.JAYASRI Pre K.G 4 

5. S.SHALINI Pre K.G 3 

6. B.RAMYA Pre K.G 3 

7. K.MANJU Pre K.G 2 ½ 

8. S.KAYALVIZHI Pre K.G 3 

9. K.DEEPIKA Pre K.G 3 

10. K.SRIJA Pre K.G 3 

11. S.SUBHASRI Pre K.G 3 

12. S.ASHA Pre K.G 3 

13. V.JANSIRANI Pre K.G 3 



14. P.PRADHISHA Pre K.G 3 

15. S.DEEPIKA Pre K.G 3 

16. 

 

M.KAYALVIZHI Pre K.G 3 

17. V.ASHIKA Pre K.G 1 ½ 

18. S.RESMA Pre K.G 2 

19. R.SURIYAPRABHA Pre K.G 3 

20. DHULASI Pre K.G 2 ½ 

21. SARANYA Pre K.G 3 

22. VEMBU Pre K.G 4 

23. A.RAJANA Pre K.G 3 

 



 

EVENING BATCH - 2006-07 

 

S.No Name  

CLASS AGE 

Boys 

1 C.JAGAN IV 8 

2. B.KANDAN III 8 

3. M.PRADEEP III 8 

4. S.SUGAN III 8 

5. S.JAGAN III 8 

6. P.ARUNKUMAR III 8 

7. M.VILSANKUMAR III 8 

8. K.VELMURUGAN III 9 

9. C.PRAVEEN IV 9 

10. M.MUGUNDAN IV 9 

11. S.SATHIYAN IV 9 

12. A.KARTHIK IV 9 

13. P.JAGADEESH IV 9 

14. P.MUGUNDAN IV 9 

15. V.DINESH IV 9 

16. 

 

P.ELAYARAJA IV 9 

17. N.SURYA IV 9 

18. S.KABILAN IV 9 

19. V.VASANTH IV 9 

20. R.SRIRAM III 9 

 

Girls 

1 S.SONIYA III  

2. S.SARATHA III  

3. S.ANITHA III  

4. R.PUNITHAVALLI III  

5. M.GOWSALYA III  

6. A.SATHIYAPRIYA III  

7. A.VANITHA III  

8. M.VASANTHAPRIYA III  

9. C.SABEENA IV  

10. T.MANIMEGALAI IV  

11. A.SATHIYA IV  

12. K.SARANYA IV  

 



 

 

CHILDREN BATCH – 2007-08 

   

S.No Name  

CLASS AGE 

Boys 

1 S.SAIRAM Pre K.G 3 

2. S.STRIBAN Pre K.G 2 ½ 

3. M.UMESH Pre K.G 3 

4. A.PRETHISH Pre K.G 3 

5. K.KANIBATHI Pre K.G 4 

6. M.SARAN Pre K.G 4 

7. TAMILARASAN Pre K.G 3 

8. N.SUDHARSAN Pre K.G 3 

9. S.VIGRAM Pre K.G 3 

10. P.HARISH Pre K.G 4 

11. V.RAVEENDHAN Pre K.G 2 ½ 

12. S.RAGUL Pre K.G 3 

13. P.SANJAI Pre K.G 3 

14. M.SUBASH Pre K.G 3 

15. V.VASANDHA 

KUMAR 

Pre K.G 3 

16. S.DHANUSH Pre K.G 3 

17. S.AJAI Pre K.G 3 

18. S.HARIHARAN Pre K.G 2 

19. S.SHIYAM Pre K.G 2 ½ 

20. T.DHINESH Pre K.G 2 ½ 

21. T.MUTHURAJ Pre K.G 2 ½ 

22. V.JAGAN Pre K.G 3 

23. K.KARTHIBAN Pre K.G 2 

24. S.ASHOK Pre K.G 2 ½ 

25. S.DHANUSH Pre K.G 2 ½ 

26. J.HARIHARAN Pre K.G 3 

27. R.SARAVANAN Pre K.G 4 

28. M.PADMANABHAN Pre K.G 3 

29. M.NIVAS Pre K.G 2 ½ 

30. S.MUGIL Pre K.G 2 ½ 

31. M.VIJAY Pre K.G 3 

32. DEEBAN Pre K.G 3 

33. R.ASWIN Pre K.G 3 

34. K.JANSON Pre K.G 3 

35. R.PUVIRAJ Pre K.G 2 ½ 

36. J.AKASH Pre K.G 3 

37. S.HEAMAN Pre K.G 3 



38. S.ABINESH Pre K.G 3 

39. ARJUNAN Pre K.G 3 

40. R.RAJ Pre K.G 3 

41. S.NADHAN Pre K.G 3 

42. T.AKASH Pre K.G 3 

43. P.DHANUSH Pre K.G 3 

 

Girls 

1 R.SINDHUJA Pre K.G 2 ½  

2. A.DHARSHINI Pre K.G 3 

3. V.JANSIRANI Pre K.G 4 

4. A.RAJANA Pre K.G 3 

5. M.PRABHAVATHI Pre K.G 3 

6. T.JAYABHARATHI Pre K.G 3 

7. TENNARASI Pre K.G 3 

8. K.SUVEDHA Pre K.G 3 

9. S.SUBHASHINI Pre K.G 2 ½ 

10. R.TAMILARASI Pre K.G 3 

11. K.KANAGARATHI Pre K.G 3 

12. P.SARANYA Pre K.G 3 

13. R.SOWMIYA Pre K.G 3 

14. A.VENNILA Pre K.G 2 ½ 

15. S.SUJI Pre K.G 3 

16. V.DHINISHA Pre K.G 3 

17. V.THISAIMALAR Pre K.G 2 ½ 

18. K.DHIVYA Pre K.G 2 ½ 

19. R.DHARSHINI Pre K.G 2 ½ 

20. V.ASHIKA Pre K.G 2 ½ 

21. M.DHULASI Pre K.G 2 ½ 

22. R.RESMA Pre K.G 3 

23. S.SUBHASRI Pre K.G 3 

24. M.KAYALVIZHI Pre K.G 3 

25. P.DEEBIKA Pre K.G 3 

26. S.ASHA Pre K.G 3 

27. S.SARANYA Pre K.G 3 

 



 

EVENING BATCH – 2007-08 

   

S.No Name  

CLASS AGE 

Boys 

1 S.JAGAN IV 9 

2. S.SARANKUMAR IV 9 

3. P.MUGUNDAN V 10 

4. L.ARIVARASAN V 10 

5. P.ILAYARAJA V 10 

6. S.VETRISELVAM VI 11 

7. R.SUGANTHAN VI 11 

8. G.RAVINDARAN VI 11 

9. S.SRIDHAR VI 11 

10. T.AGILAN VI 11 

11. S.KIRAN VI 11 

12. S.THIVAGARAN VII 12 

13. R.KIRUBAGARAN VII 12 

14. B.KANDAN V 10 

 

Girls 

1 A.PUNITHAVALLI IV 9 

2. M.NEVATHA IV 9 

3. S.ANITHA IV 9 

4. S.SANTHANAKUMARI V 10 

5. R.BHAVANI V 10 

6. R.NILANI V 10 

7. C.SABINA V 10 

8. P.SUGANTHI V 10 

9. C.ELAGYA V 10 

10. A.ABINAYA VI 11 

11. C.SOBIGA VI 11 

12. A.PRAVEEN VI 11 

13. K.SUGI VII 12 

14. M.SUVATHI IV 9 

15. S.MANJU VIII 13 

16. G.ABINAYA VI 11 

 



 

Inauguration function Program Schedule 

 

Program time : 03.30pm to 07.00pm 

Prepared by  : Staff, Activity Centres 

 

Welcome speech : Mrs.Jaya, Staff, Activity Centre 

 

S.No. Program particulars Participants Staff co-ordination 

01. 

 

Program Compiring 

Prayer (Tamizh Thai Vazthu) 

Oath (Urudhimozhi) 

Akkaraipettai - AKP 

 

Kalyanasundaram 

Staff 

Kalyanasundaram 

02. Bharathiyar Song Nagai  A.Revathi 

03. Folk song Karaikkal Kavitha 

04. Awareness Song Vanavanmahadevi Kalviyarasi 

05. Awareness Song Karaikkal Geetha 

06. Thirukkural 100 Library children Maheswari 

07. Oratory competition AKP Jaya 

08. Tea Song AKP J.Revathy 

09. Drama Library children Thandapani 

10. Song / Dance AKP J.Revathy 

11. Oratory competition Vanavanmahadevi Kalviyarasi 

12. Mimicry Mime Show AKP Jaya 

13. Yoga AKP Jaya 

14. Karagam Dance AKP school students Jaya (Kumar) 

15. Karagam Dance Panchayat Union 

Elementary School 

students  

Kumar, Jaya 

16. Poetry Library children Maheswari 

17. Awareness Song Library Maheswari/Thandapani 

18. Dance / Song VM children Vijaya 

19. Bharathanatyam VM children Kalviyarasi 

20. Bharathanatyam AKP children Jaya / Revathy 

21. Oratory Competition Karaikkal children Geetha 

22. Oratory Competition Library Children Maheswari 

23. Oratory Competition Nagai children A.Revathy 

24. Dance / Song Nagai children A.Revathy 

25. Magic show Library children M.Maheswari 

26. Dance Dance Library children M.Maheswari 

27. Villu Pattu AKP children Jaya / Revathy 

28. Science experiments AKP children Revathy / kalyana…… 

 

Note: the above schedule prepared by children and staff of all the centers which we 

hope definitely be enjoyed by the audience and all GUESTS. 

 



 



Suyam Akansha  - Skill Enhancement Program – Temporary Shelters Visit 

 

 

 

Suyam doing specialized research in Creative Thinking and Thinking Process. We 

stimulate the children to ask questions find the answer on the scientific way with help of 

self learning activities. We appointed one female staff to go weekly once to Temporary 

Shelters Spend two hour time with maximum of  Twenty  children share the new creative 

activity with the children for the past two years. The staff also help to children to achieve 

basic English, Maths and Science knowledge through simple science experiments, story 

writing, painting, poerty writing etc.      

 

Schedule of the visit 

 

Days Name of Temporary Shelter 

Monday Oosi Madha Koil  

Tuesday Thambi  Thurai Park 

Wednesday Hoilday 

Thursday Thambi Thurai Park 

Friday Oosi Madha Koil 

Saturday Nambiyar Nagar 

Sunday Kadambady 

 

Present Status Temporary Shelters 

 

Atleast two N.G.O is taking evening Tuitions for their academic subjects between 6.00 

p.m to 8 p.m. They concentrate on IV Standard to Xth Standard. I st to IIIrd std were not 

focused by N.G.Os. Families are started moving from Temporary shelter to permanent 

building.24
th

 july 2007 Nambiyar nagar familes shifted  from temporary shelters to 

Permanent houses in three different locality.  Suyam is not focusing on school syllabus 

but want to give quality oriented activity which enabling to think and ask questions like 

why and how.  These activities help the children to shine in their school activity and 

subjects. As most of the parents are illiterate they were not able to encourage the children 

think creatively and scientifically.  Suyam giving training to the staff on thinking process 

and creative activity regularly. So that children will be thrilled with new activity every 

week.  Most of the children spend their evening with T.V. With help of this program 

children is not watching T.V. as soon as they return to house from the school at least a 

week  and able to spend the two hours effectively and creatively on their own without any 

external force.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Consolidated report on activities for 2 years 

Report generated in : August 2007 

 

Based on a new curriculum developed by us Learn for life (using Tamil and Maths to 

understand and communicate the world in which we live.) we integrate local daily life 

activities into learning. 

 

Impact 

 

46. Preschool children were able to enjoy their primary schooling. 

47. Regular attendance of children for the school is encouraging for the parents. 

48. program able to stimulate the students to think on their own. 

49. In 2005 -06 we were not able to make children to write on their own but they are 

able to write their own book through their learn for life curriculum.   

50.  In the village most of the students use to spend their holidays only watching TV, 

movies and roaming in the streets. Now there started attending our creative 

classed on their own.  They write letters to officers and suyam.  

51. Through our program we are able to prevent the students becoming dropouts with 

help of evening batch for slow learners. 

52. We were able to impart better self learning method apart from basic skills like 

reading and writing. Parents and Government teachers able to find out the clear-

cut difference from the   suyam children and other students. 

53. Exposure visit  helped them to sharpen their brain with environment friendly 

activity and zero waste products. 

54. Writing Tamil without spelling mistake. 

55. Children able to show interest in Science and Maths subject. They scored good 

marks in above subjects. 

56. Preprimary children able to acquire basic skills with help activities. 

57. They felt enjoyable and interesting to write their own stories, songs and poems  

58.   Fighting among the children has been reduced with our counseling.  

59. We are able to remove the English phobia among the children. 

60. They started creating their own imaginative paintings without copying from book.     

  

Trainings Program for staff 

 

Training programs are the frequent activity in the centre and several resource persons 

were accessed the centers in last 3 years.  

 

Resource people come from across India and conducted various programs to develop and 

fine tune the skills of staff members. 

 

Our activity centre staff also participated in various other programs conducted for many 

other NGOs in last 3 years. 

 

Children also interacted with other NGOs and shared their experience and learning.  



Case Study 

 

Before joining the program  

Preethi,Stephen,Manjula,Pavithra and Sangeetha  were failed in maths. They were afraid 

of maths and English.  

 

After joining the centre 

 

As per the request from the parents our staff taught maths in the easy way with activity 

separately for these children apart from regular activity. They got good percentage of 

marks in their Examination. Parents appreciated our staff for the counseling and different 

way of teaching.   Now they are not afraid of Maths and after this event they never said 

that school is boring. They were able to understand the importance of maths and science 

through our learn or life curriculum  

 

 

 

 


